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ABSTRACT

Four planetary nebulae (PNe) are considered to be probable or possible members of Galactic globular clus-
ters (GCs). These are Ps 1 = K648 in M15, GJJC 1 = IRAS 18333−2357 in M22, JaFu 1 in Palomar 6, and
JaFu 2 in NGC 6441. In addition to lying close to the host GCs on the sky, these PNe have radial velocities
that are consistent, within the errors and stellar velocity dispersions, with cluster membership. The remaining
membership criterion is whether the proper motions (PMs) of the central stars are in agreement with those of
the host clusters. We have carried out the PM test for all four PNe. Two of the central stars—those of Ps 1 and
GJJC 1—have PMs listed in the recent Gaia Data Release 2 (DR2). We updated the PM of the Ps 1 central
star to a more precise value using archival Hubble Space Telescope (HST) frames. Both PMs are statistically
consistent with cluster membership. For the other two PNe, we used archival HST images to derive the PMs
of their nuclei. For JaFu 2, there are HST images at several epochs, and the measured PM of the nucleus is in
excellent agreement with that of the host cluster. For JaFu 1 the available archival HST images are less optimal
and the results are less conclusive; the measured PM for the central star is marginally consistent with cluster
membership, but additional astrometric observations are desirable for a more robust membership test.

Keywords: planetary nebulae — globular clusters

1. THE PUZZLE OF PLANETARY NEBULAE IN
GLOBULAR CLUSTERS

Over nine decades ago, Pease (1928) announced his dis-
covery of a planetary nebula (PN) belonging to the glob-
ular cluster (GC) M15. The star Küstner 648 (K648) had
attracted his attention because of its very blue color, and a
follow-up spectrogram obtained at the Mount Wilson 100-
inch telescope revealed an emission-line spectrum typical of
a PN, superposed on the continuum of the blue star. After an-
other six decades a second PN in a GC, this time belonging
to M22, was discovered by Gillett et al. (1989) in the course
of an investigation of infrared sources in the cluster. The in-
frared source is cataloged as IRAS 18333−2357, and the PN
is designated GJJC 1. In the 1990s a systematic search for
PNe in Galactic GCs was conducted by Jacoby et al. (1997,
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hereafter J97); they used ground-based CCD imaging with a
narrow-band [O III] 5007 Å filter to observe 133 GCs. The
J97 survey revealed two more PNe, lying close to the GCs
Palomar 6 (Pal 6) and NGC 6441. These PNe are designated
JaFu 1 and JaFu 2. A recent deep integral-field spectroscopic
survey of 26 Galactic GCs (Göttgens et al. 2019) did not re-
veal any further PNe.

The presence of PNe in GCs is a challenge to our under-
standing of stellar evolution. In such old populations, stars
leave the asymptotic giant branch (AGB) with masses of
about 0.53M� (e.g., Alves et al. 2000; Kalirai et al. 2009;
Cummings et al. 2018). The theoretical post-AGB evolution-
ary timescales of such low-mass remnants are so long, ac-
cording to older studies (e.g., Schoenberner 1983), that any
nebular material ejected at the end of the AGB phase has
ample time to disperse before the central star becomes hot
enough to ionize it. Thus, the single stars now evolving in
GCs would not be expected to produce any visible ionized
PNe. However, more recent theoretical work (e.g., Miller
Bertolami 2016) suggests that post-AGB evolution, even at
low remnant masses, may be fast enough to explain these ob-
jects. The fact that there are a few PNe known in GCs implies
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that they may arise from binary stars—either blue stragglers
that merged near the main sequence, producing a more mas-
sive star with a faster evolutionary timescale, or those that
underwent common-envelope events which rapidly removed
the AGB envelope and exposed a hot core that could pho-
toionize the ejecta. See J97, Jacoby et al. (2013, 2017), Ot-
suka et al. (2015), Bond (2015), Boffin & Jones (2019), and
references therein, for further discussion of binary scenarios
for the origin of these objects. On the other hand, the exis-
tence of these objects may support the more recent theoretical
studies of single-star evolution.

These evolutionary considerations make it important to
confirm that the PNe actually are members of the clusters,
rather than chance superpositions. In addition to the PN ly-
ing angularly close to the GC, it is necessary to confirm that
it has a radial velocity (RV) consistent with that of the clus-
ter. Another test is that the PN has an interstellar extinction
similar to that of the cluster (although this test can be com-
plicated by internal dust in the PN). In the case of GCs, most
of which have low metal contents, the PN would also be ex-
pected to have low abundances of heavy elements if it is a
member.

The remaining test is to confirm that the proper motions
(PMs) of the central stars of the PNe are consistent with
those of cluster members. This criterion has not as yet, to our
knowledge, been applied to three of the four PNe described
above. Cudworth (1990) measured the PM of the central star
of GJJC 1 relative to nearby cluster members using photo-
graphic material covering nearly a century, and concluded
that it was consistent with membership within the uncertain-
ties. However, the availability of space-based astrometry now
allows the PM requirement to be tested with high precision,
and it is the purpose of the study reported here to carry out
this analysis.

Table 1 lists J2000 coordinates for the four PN nuclei, in
the reference frame of the Gaia Data Release 2 (DR2; Gaia
Collaboration et al. 2018). For three of them (Ps 1, GJJC 1,
and JaFu 2) the coordinates of the central stars are taken di-
rectly from Gaia DR2. The central star of JaFu 1 is too
faint to be contained in DR2, and we have instead determined
coordinates in the DR2 astrometric frame using images ob-
tained with the Hubble Space Telescope (HST), as described
below. The apparent magnitudes in the Gaia G bandpass are
listed for three of the stars, taken directly from DR2. For
JaFu 1 we estimated the G magnitude approximately from a
V -band (F555W) HST image that contained several brighter
nearby stars with DR2 magnitudes.

For two of the central stars, Gaia DR2 already lists their
PMs, and we discuss them in the next two sections. In the
case of K648, we have also used archival HST images to ob-
tain an independent and more precise measurement of its PM.
The other two do not have PMs measured in Gaia DR2, so

we have used archival HST frames to determine them, as de-
scribed in the subsequent two sections.

2. PS 1 (K648) IN M15

A very high cluster membership probability is already well
established for Ps 1. Its large negative RV, agreeing well
with the RV of the cluster, was demonstrated in the dis-
covery paper by Pease, and numerous subsequent studies
have confirmed this. Joy (1949) measured RVs of −115 and
−129 km s−1 from two spectrograms of the PN, and Rauch
et al. (2002) used two high-resolution ultraviolet spectra
of photospheric lines of the central star obtained with the
Goddard High-Resolution Spectrograph on HST to measure
RVs of −128 and −133 km s−1. More recently, Otsuka et al.
(2015) measured a mean RV of −116.89± 0.41 km s−1 from
122 emission lines of the PN in a high-resolution echelle
spectrogram. The mean RV of the cluster was found to
be −106.76± 0.25 km s−1 by Baumgardt et al. (2019, here-
after B19) from the average velocity of hundreds of red-giant
members.1 The heavy-element content of the nebula is very
low (e.g., Otsuka et al. 2015, and references therein), consis-
tent with the low metallicity of the host cluster.

2.1. Gaia DR2 Proper Motion

Gaia DR2 gives a PM for the central star of (µα cosδ,µδ) =
(−0.72± 0.34,−2.74± 0.34)masyr−1. Its absolute parallax
from DR2 is 0.22± 0.17 mas, with a fractional uncertainty
too high to be useful in testing cluster membership. Both
the PM and parallax have relatively large uncertainties for
a star this bright. (Note the considerably smaller errors in
the next section for the M22 star, which has nearly the same
apparent magnitude.) This may have resulted from a slightly
non-stellar image of the central star, or from the relatively
bright surrounding nebulosity.

We selected a sample of stars in DR2 lying within 120′′

of Ps 1, having magnitudes in the range 12 < G < 17, and
a parallax less than 4 mas. This sample contains a large
percentage of cluster members, as shown by its Gaia color-
magnitude diagram (CMD). The PMs of this selection are
plotted in Figure 1. The PM of the central star, K648, is
shown as a green point with error bars.

In this figure, the GC members are tightly clustered, but
with a few outliers and/or field stars. The PM of the central
star is statistically consistent with cluster membership, lying
within about 2.5σ of the mean cluster PM.

1 The B19 compilation, cited several times in this paper, is primarily based
on unpublished spectra of large numbers of cluster members, obtained with
the ESO Very Large Telescope (VLT) and the Keck Telescopes, and supple-
mented by published RVs, in particular from the VLT MUSE compilation
of Kamann et al. (2018). See Baumgardt & Hilker (2018) for more details,
including data reduction.
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Table 1. Central Stars of Planetary Nebulae in Globular Clusters

Name PNG Cluster R.A. [J2000] Dec. [J2000] G [mag]

Ps 1 = K648 PN G065.0−27.3 M15 21 29 59.397 +12 10 26.26 14.27
GJJC 1 = IRAS 18333−2357 PN G009.8−07.5 M22 18 36 22.862 −23 55 19.74 14.48
JaFu 1 PN G002.1+01.7 Pal 6 17 43 57.243 −26 11 53.75 20.1
JaFu 2 PN G353.5−05.0 NGC 6441 17 50 10.923 −37 03 27.58 15.62

Figure 1. Proper motions from Gaia DR2 for stars in the globular cluster
M15 in the neighborhood of the planetary nebula Ps 1, selected as described
in the text. The green filled circle with error bars plots the proper motion of
K648, the central star of Ps 1.

2.2. HST Proper Motion

In order to determine the PM of K648 to higher precision
than in Gaia DR2, we investigated archival HST images of
M15, obtained from the Mikulski Archive for Space Tele-
scopes (MAST).2 Extensive catalogs of PMs in M15 and
other GCs determined from HST frames have been published
by Bellini et al. (2014, hereafter B14).

Unfortunately, K648 is not present in the B14 catalog of
M15 PMs, because its image was saturated in the reference
frames they used. Therefore, we repeated the B14 PM reduc-
tion and analysis, this time including additional archival HST
images in which K648 is unsaturated. Table 2 lists the HST
exposures of M15 we employed in this new analysis. As the

2 MAST is available at http://archive.stsci.edu

table shows, these frames were obtained over a 19-year inter-
val, from 1994 to 2013. The cameras used were the Wide
Field Planetary Camera 2 (WFPC2), the High-Resolution
and Wide-Field Channels of the Advanced Camera for Sur-
veys (ACS/HRC and ACS/WFC), and the Ultraviolet-Visible
channel of the Wide Field Camera 3 (WFC3/UVIS).

We made use of the _c0f frames obtained from MAST
for the WFPC2 observations, and the _flt frames for
ACS/HRC, ACS/WFC, and WFC3/UVIS. These frames
are dark- and bias-subtracted, and have been flat-fielded, but
no re-sampling has been applied; thus they preserve the full
signal of the un-resampled pixel data for profile fitting. In
addition, the _flt frames for ACS/WFC and WFC3/UVIS
have been pipeline-corrected to account for charge-transfer
efficiency (CTE) losses, as described in detail in Anderson
& Bedin (2010).3

We derived image-tailored, empirical point-spread func-
tion (PSF) models by perturbing the library PSFs published
by Anderson & King (2000, WFPC2), Anderson & King
(2006a, ACS/WFC), Anderson & King (2006b, ACS/HRC),
and those made available online by J. Anderson for the
WFC3/UVIS camera.4 Only relatively bright and isolated
stars that are present in each image are used to perturb the
PSF models (see Bellini et al. 2017). When a library PSF
is unavailable for a particular filter, we perturb the closest
(in wavelength) available model. We then used these PSF
models with the FORTRAN software package hst1pass
(J. Anderson, in preparation) to measure initial stellar po-
sitions and fluxes in each frame through a single pass of
source finding, as described in Bellini et al. (2018, hereafter
B18). We corrected the stellar positions in each catalog us-
ing state-of-the-art geometric distortion solutions as follows:
for WFPC2: Anderson & King (2003); for ACS: Anderson
& King (2006a,b); for WFC3/UVIS: Bellini & Bedin (2009)

3 CTE losses are caused by charge traps in the CCD detectors that capture
electrons and release them only after a delay into upstream pixels during the
read-out process. As a result, stellar images have long “tails.” These shift the
apparent positions of stars in the direction away from the readout register;
the size of this shift increases with distance from the readout register, fainter
sources, and lower background levels. The effect also increases with time as
the detector is exposed to cosmic radiation in the space environment.

4 http://www.stsci.edu/~jayander/STDPSFs/

http://archive.stsci.edu
http://www.stsci.edu/~jayander/STDPSFs/
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and Bellini et al. (2011). We then defined a reference frame
based on Gaia DR2 positions, oriented with north up, east on
the left. We transformed single-exposure positions onto this
reference frame by means of six-parameter linear transfor-
mations. Gaia positions are shifted to the epoch of each data
set to provide smaller-residual transformations and to min-
imize mis-matching. Next, we obtained our best estimates
of stellar positions and fluxes using the KS2 package (see
Bellini et al. 2017 for a detailed description). KS2 takes as
input our image-tailored PSF models, the hst1pass-based
bright-star lists, and the six-parameter transformations, and
outputs deblended positions and fluxes using all the expo-
sures simultaneously, after passing through several iterations
of source finding.

We then obtained PMs by following the prescriptions given
in B14 and B18. In a nutshell, for each source, we collect
its x and y deblended positions as measured in each image,
and transform them onto the reference frame. Transformed
positions as a function of exposure epoch are then iteratively
fitted with a least-squares straight line, whose slope is a direct
measurement of the source’s PM. Data rejection is a critical
part of the procedure; see B14 for details.

To mitigate the (generally small) uncorrected systematic
residuals in the measured stellar positions (e.g., lack of CTE
correction for WFPC2 and ACS/HRC exposures, lack of
dithering in some datasets, uncorrected geometric-distortion
residuals, and imperfect PSF models), source positions are
locally transformed onto the reference frame using the near-
est 50 reference stars in each exposure. Our choice of ref-
erence stars emphasizes cluster members, since their inter-
nal velocity dispersion is much smaller than the field dis-
persion (i.e., smaller transformation errors). As such, our
PMs are necessarily relative to the bulk motion of the clus-
ter. The final HST catalog contains over 130,000 sources.
The relative PM of K648 we obtained from the HST data
is (µα cosδ,µδ) = (+0.023±0.026,+0.332±0.030)masyr−1.

By assuming an absolute cluster mean motion of (−0.63±
0.01,−3.80± 0.01)masyr−1 (B19), we find an absolute PM
of K648 of (−0.607± 0.028,−3.468± 0.032)masyr−1. This
result improves the precision of the measurement by about
an order of magnitude relative to Gaia DR2.

Panel (a) of Figure 2 shows an mF606W versus mF606W −

mF814W CMD of well-measured stars in the HST field of M15.
For this selection of stars, we isolated about 77,000 well-
measured sources in the HST catalog, based on diagnostics
provided by the reduction codes; these include the quality
of the PSF fit and the reduced χ2 of the PM fits (see B14
and B18 for a detailed description of these diagnostics). The
central star of Ps 1, K648, is plotted as a filled green circle
in all three panels of Figure 2. It has measured magnitudes
of mF606W = 14.631 ± 0.031 and mF814W = 14.872 ± 0.027.
Panel (b) in the figure shows a map of the field of view of
well-measured stars in the PM catalog, with the center of
M15 marked with a red cross. We selected a sample of stars
with a distance from the cluster center within ±5′′ of the dis-
tance of K648, as shown by the two red circles in panel (b).
The reason for this restriction is that, due to the effects of hy-
drostatic equilibrium, stars closer to the cluster center have
larger velocity dispersions than stars further out.

Finally, panel (c) shows the PM diagram for this distance-
restricted sample. The stars in this panel have been further
selected to exclude low-mass main-sequence stars by requir-
ing them to lie above the red line in the CMD in panel (a).
This is because, due to the partial effects of energy equipar-
tition (e.g., Trenti & van der Marel 2013; Bianchini et al.
2016), more-massive stars are kinematically cooler than the
less-massive ones (see also Figure 21 of B14). The error bars
on the PM of K648 are comparable in size to the plotting
symbol, and are not shown. As panel (c) demonstrates, the
PM of the central star is kinematically consistent with it be-
ing a member of M15.

Table 2. Archival HST Observations of K648

Date Programa Camera Filter Exposure

1994 April 7 5324 WFPC2 F336W 2×200 s

F439W 2×30 s

F555W 4×8 s

1994 August 30 5687 WFPC2 F555W 100, 300 s

1994 October 26 5742 WFPC2 F336W 4×200, 7×600 s

1998 December 15 6751 WFPC2 F336W 9×23 s

1998 December 16 23 s

Table 2 continued
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Table 2 (continued)

Date Programa Camera Filter Exposure

1998 December 17 23 s

1998 December 18 23 s

1998 December 20 23 s

1998 December 22 23 s

1998 December 15 F439W 9×20 s

1998 December 16 20 s

1998 December 17 20 s

1998 December 18 20 s

1998 December 20 20 s

1998 December 22 20 s

1998 December 15 F675W 400, 3×500 s

1998 December 15 F814W 9×14 s

1998 December 16 14 s

1998 December 17 14 s

1998 December 18 14 s

1998 December 20 14 s

1998 December 22 14 s

1999 August 31 7469 WFPC2 F555W 12×26 s

1999 September 10 9×260 s

1999 August 31 F785LP 11×26 s

1999 September 10 120, 6×260 s

2004 December 6 10401 ACS/HRC F435W 13×125 s

2006 May 2 10775 ACS/WFC F606W 15, 4×130 s

F814W 15, 4×150 s

2010 May 19 11233 WFC3/UVIS F390W 3×827 s

2010 May 20 3×827 s

2011 October 7 12605 WFC3/UVIS F336W 2×350 s

2011 October 16 2×350 s

2011 October 22 2×350 s

2011 October 7 F438W 2×65 s

2011 October 16 2×65 s

2011 October 22 2×65 s

2012 September 17 12751 WFC3/UVIS F438W 4×340 s

F606W 4×47 s

F814W 4×83 s

2013 September 1 13295 WFC3/UVIS F555W 2×10 s

F814W 2×10 s

aPIs for these programs: B. Yanny (5324); J. Bahcall (5687); J. Westphal (5742);
H. Bond (6751); W. van Altena (7469); R. Chandar (10401); A. Sarajedini (10775);
G. Piotto (11233 and 12605); C. Heinke (12751); S. Larsen (13295).
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Figure 2. (a) mF606W versus mF606W − mF814W color-magnitude diagram for well-measured sources in the HST proper-motion catalog of M15. The central star
of Ps 1, K648, is marked by a green circle in all three panels. (b) Map showing the field of view of the catalog relative to the center of the cluster, in units of
arcsec. Only a 10% randomly selected sample of well-measured stars is shown, for clarity. The cluster center is marked by the red cross. The red circles enclose
a sample of stars whose distances from the cluster center are within ±5′′ of that of K648. (c) Relative proper motions of evolved M15 stars (brighter than the red
line in panel a, and falling between the two red circles in panel b). The uncertainties for K648 are smaller than the green plotting symbol, and are not shown. See
text for details.

3. GJJC 1 (IRAS 18333−2357) IN M22

As in the case of Ps 1, the discovery paper for GJJC 1
= IRAS 18333−2357 (Gillett et al. 1989) reported a large
negative RV for the PN, close to that of the cluster, which
again strongly supports cluster membership. They measured
an RV of −162± 25 km s−1 from the [O III] emission lines,
and −157±15 km s−1 from He II absorption lines in the spec-
trum of the nucleus. B19 determined a mean cluster RV
of −147.76± 0.30 km s−1, based on measurements of bright
member stars.

The Gaia DR2 PM for the nucleus of GJJC 1 is rel-
atively large: (µα cosδ,µδ) = (+10.483 ± 0.091,−5.835 ±
0.076)masyr−1. Its parallax is 0.2939±0.0643 mas, consis-
tent with cluster membership but not decisive. Similarly to
M15, we selected a sample of stars in Gaia DR2 lying within
120′′ of the PN, having magnitudes in the range 10<G< 17,
and a parallax less than 4 mas. The PMs of this selection are
plotted in Figure 3. The PM of the central star is shown as a
green filled circle, this time without error bars since they are
only slightly larger than the plotting symbol.

The PM of the central star lies well within the distribu-
tion of cluster members, in accordance with it being a cluster
member.5 The DR2 result is consistent with the conclusions

5 The central star of GJJC 1 is not contained in the HST PM compilation
for M22 published by B14 because, as in the case of K648, it was saturated
in the reference frames. Since the Gaia DR2 result is robust and conclusive,
we did not attempt a reduction and analysis of the HST archival data.

Figure 3. Proper motions from Gaia DR2 for stars in the globular cluster
M22 in the neighborhood of the planetary nebula GJJC 1, selected as de-
scribed in the text. The green point plots the proper motion of the central
star of the nebula; its error bars, which are not plotted, are comparable in
size to the plotting symbol.

of the photographic study by Cudworth (1990), mentioned in
the introduction.
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4. JAFU 1 IN PAL 6

J97 obtained a slit spectrogram of JaFu 1 that verified
its PN nature. These authors measured a RV of +176 ±
15 km s−1, which agrees extremely well with the mean cluster
RV of +176.28±1.53 km s−1 determined from about a dozen
individual stars by B19. However, J97 pointed out that the
PN lies at a relatively large separation of 230′′ from the clus-
ter center (although this is still within the tidal radius). Since
Pal 6 lies in a low-Galactic-latitude field, where the surface
density of PNe is high, there is a possibility of a chance su-
perposition. Moreover, J97 noted that the velocity disper-
sion in the surrounding Galactic bulge field is large enough
that there is a small chance of a field PN having a similar
RV to that of the cluster. By combining a non-membership
probability of 3% based on the agreement in RV with a 15%
probability of a chance spatial coincidence, J97 concluded
that there was only a ∼0.5% likelihood that JaFu 1 is not a
cluster member. They also determined a heavy-element con-
tent for the nebula that is only slightly sub-solar—making
the composition indecisive for cluster membership, since the
metallicities of the cluster and surrounding field are also ap-
proximately solar. The PM test of cluster membership for
this object would be a useful addition.

As noted above (§1), the central star of JaFu 1 is not con-
tained in Gaia DR2. We therefore measured its PM using
archival HST images obtained from MAST. Unfortunately
there are only two sets of single-orbit data that cover the lo-
cation of JaFu 1; see Table 3 for details. The time baseline of
these observations is only (and exactly) two years.

Measuring a reliable PM with these particular HST data
is much more challenging than for K648. The first-epoch
exposures were taken with WFPC2, using broad-band “V ”
(F555W) and “I” (F814W) filters, and a narrow-band Hα fil-
ter (F656N). At the date of these observations, the WFPC2
had been on the spacecraft for more than 14 years. By
this time the effects of CTE losses (see §2.2) had become
significant. No CTE correction algorithm has been devel-
oped for WFPC2 astrometry. Moreover, the WFPC2 images
were not dithered, making it harder to mitigate uncorrected
geometric-distortion residuals. Furthermore, empirical PSF
library models (Anderson & King 2000) are not available for
the F656N filter. Finally, JaFu 1 was placed in the lower-
resolution WF3 chip of WFPC2, with a relatively large pixel
scale, about 2–4 times coarser than other HST imagers.

By contrast, the three second-epoch exposures were ob-
tained with the higher-resolution ACS/WFC, but only in a
single filter, the narrow-band [O III] F502N bandpass. For
ACS/WFC, as noted in §2.2, a high-precision pixel-based
CTE correction algorithm is available, and the ACS/WFC
pixel scale is twice as fine as that of WFPC2/WF3. Unfortu-
nately, however, the second-epoch exposures were again not
dithered, and there are also no high-precision empirical PSF

Table 3. Archival HST Observations of JaFu 1

Date Programa Camera Filter Exposure

2008 March 14 11308 WFPC2/WF3 F555W 2×160 s
F814W 2×160 s
F656N 2×500 s

2010 March 14 11558 ACS/WFC F502N 3×796 s

aPI for both programs: O. De Marco

library models available for the ACS F502N filter (Anderson
& King 2006a).

To obtain the PM of the central star from the HST data, we
followed the same procedures described in §2 for the analy-
sis of K648 in M15. However, unlike the case of M15, due to
a lack of appropriate reference stars in the field, local trans-
formations were defined by using all the available stars in
the images. Thus the resulting PMs are relative to the mean
motion of all of the stars in the field.

At the end of these reduction steps, we were able to mea-
sure PMs for 262 sources present in both the WFPC2/WF3
and ACS/WFC exposures. Stars in common between our
PM catalog and Gaia DR2 were used to convert our relative
PMs into absolute measurements. The resulting PM for the
nucleus of JaFu 1 is (µα cosδ,µδ) = (−6.32± 1.63,−7.95±
1.63)masyr−1.

Panel (a) of Figure 4 plots the positions of Gaia DR2
sources (black dots) in the vicinity of Pal 6, which is marked
by a gold circle in the southwest corner of the frame. Posi-
tions are given in arcseconds relative to the location of the
central star of JaFu 1, marked with a green cross. The red
square corresponds to the region imaged by the first-epoch
WFPC2/WF3 exposures. In panel (b) we plot the catalog
PMs of the Gaia sources. The location of a clump of bona-
fide Pal 6 members is highlighted by a gold circle of radius
1.75masyr−1. Red points in this panel mark Gaia stars that
fall within the WFPC2/WF3 field of view. It should be noted
that, based on PMs, there are few Pal 6 members lying in the
WFPC2 field. Panel (c) shows the Gaia-based CMD of all the
Gaia sources in panel (a). The red points are the Gaia stars
lying within the WFPC2/WF3 field. The gold points are the
likely Pal 6 cluster members, whose positions lie within the
gold circle in panel (a), and whose PMs fall within the gold
circle in panel (b). We see a clear cluster red-giant branch in
this CMD. However, in the WFPC2 field, there are few if any
Pal 6 red giants in the CMD.

To examine the impact of uncorrected systematic effects
in our PMs, we compared our HST PM measurements with
those in the Gaia DR2 catalog. The results are collected in
panels (d) and (e), comparing the PMs in right ascension and
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declination, respectively. The red lines in panels (d) and (e)
are the lines of equality, not fits to the data. It is reassuring
that, overall, the points in both panels align along the diag-
onals, indicating that our measurements are consistent with
those in the Gaia catalog. The scatter of the points along the
red line is consistent with the error bars for the µδ direction,
but is somewhat larger along the µα cosδ direction (which
also happens to be the direction for which Gaia PMs have
larger errors).

Finally, panel (f) in Figure 4 shows the PM diagram for
stars in the WFPC2 field, based on our astrometric analysis
of the HST frames. The gold circle is the same as that of
panel (b), and is used as a reference for Pal 6 membership.
The green point with error bars is our PM measurement of
the central star of JaFu 1. It is a PM outlier with respect to
the Galactic bulge stars, but its PM lies about 2σ away from
the locus of Pal 6 stars.

We believe this effort has exhausted the utility of the ex-
isting HST images for assessing the cluster membership of
JaFu 1 in Pal 6. A strong argument in favor of member-
ship is the close agreement in RV, as mentioned at the be-
ginning of this section. Moreover, our measured PM is at
least marginally consistent with membership. Possibly ar-
guing against membership is the fact that there are very few
PM-based members of the cluster at the location of the PN in
the outskirts of Pal 6, but there are numerous field stars of the
Galactic bulge, as indicated by panel (b) in Figure 4. We con-
clude that more HST PM data from new observations would
be desirable to more firmly assess the membership status of
JaFu 1 in the cluster Pal 6.

5. JAFU 2 IN NGC 6441

A slit spectrum of JaFu 2 obtained by J97 confirmed that
it is a PN. Its RV was measured to be +37±4.7 km s−1. The
mean RV of the cluster is +17.27 ± 0.93 km s−1, based on
velocities of bright members (B19). The velocity dispersion
of evolved stars in NGC 6441 at the radius of JaFu 2 is about
14–15 km s−1 (Watkins et al. 2015, B19). Thus, although the
RV of JaFu 2 differs by ∼20 km s−1 from the cluster mean, it
is compatible with cluster membership at the ∼1.4σ level.

J97 reported that the PN lies only 37′′ from the cluster cen-
ter. They also noted that the inferred interstellar reddening
of the PN is very similar to that of the cluster, and that the
nebula has a low heavy-element content based on their abun-
dance analysis, which is more consistent with the host clus-
ter than the bulge field. They concluded that “membership
in NGC 6441 is highly likely, but a proper-motion analysis is
required to be certain.” As noted above, Gaia DR2 gives a
position for the PN’s nucleus, but it does not list a PM.

Similarly to the situation for M15 and M22, there are ex-
tensive archival HST observations of NGC 6441, which are
suitable for PM determinations. A detailed PM analysis of

these data has been published by B14, based on HST data
obtained at four epochs between 2003 and 2011, using the
ACS/HRC, ACS/WFC, and WFC3/UVIS cameras.

However, once again the central star of the PN was not in-
cluded in the published catalog, this time because the exist-
ing data did not provide at least two epochs of observations
for it. We therefore determined its PM based on the same
frames used in the B14 analysis, with the addition of newer
WFC3/UVIS frames obtained in 2014, which include JaFu 2.
Table 4 lists the HST exposures on NGC 6441 used in our
new analysis. Following the reduction procedures described
in §2, we obtained a relative PM of the JaFu 2 central star
of (µα cosδ,µδ) = (+0.289±0.042,+0.164±0.055)masyr−1.
By adopting the mean cluster motion from the B19 compila-
tion of (−2.51±0.03,−5.32±0.03)masyr−1, we find an abso-
lute central-star PM of (−2.22±0.05,−5.16±0.06)masyr−1.

Figure 5 is similar to Figure 2, but shows the data for
NGC 6441 and the central star of JaFu 2. Out of the over
140,000 entries in the HST PM catalog, the CMD in panel (a)
shows about 58,000 well-measured sources, selected as de-
scribed in §2. The central star (green circle in all panels)
lies near the faint end of the blue horizontal branch. The
measured magnitudes of the JaFu 2 nucleus are mF606W =
19.848± 0.006 and mF814W = 19.659± 0.011. A map of the
field of view of the analyzed HST data is shown in panel (b),
with the cluster center marked by a red cross. The panel only
shows a 10% random sample of well-measured stars, for clar-
ity. As for the case of K648, to better compare the kinematics
of JaFu2 to that of cluster stars of similar properties, we fur-
ther selected a subsample of evolved stars [brighter than the
red line in panel (a)], and lying within ±5′′ of the JaFu 2
distance of 33.′′0 from the cluster center [i.e., within the two
red circles in panel (b)]. (This value is an update of the 37′′

distance reported in the J97 discovery paper.) The vector-
point diagram of this subsample is plotted in panel (c). As in
Figures 2 and 3, the error bars on the PM of JaFu 2 are com-
parable in size to the plotting symbol, and are not shown.
Our result is that the HST analysis reveals a PM of the JaFu 2
nucleus that is kinematically consistent with membership in
NGC 6441.
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Figure 4. (a) Positions of Gaia DR2 stars in the vicinity of Pal 6 (gold circle) and archival multi-epoch HST exposures on JaFu 1 (red square). The position of
JaFu 1 is marked with a green cross. Note a conspicuous dust cloud to the west-northwest side of the cluster. (b) Vector-point PM diagram of Gaia stars shown
in panel (a). Red points are Gaia stars within the HST field of view. The gold circle highlights likely Pal 6 members according to their PMs. (c) Color-magnitude
for the Gaia stars. The gold points are likely cluster members, having positions and PMs within the gold circles in both panels (a) and (b). Red points are those
lying within the HST field of view. (d) and (e) PMs in right ascension and declination for stars measured in the HST field and cataloged by Gaia. These show
good consistency within the errors. (f) Vector-point diagram for the PMs we measured in the HST field. The PM of the nucleus of JaFu 1 is marked with a green
circle with error bars. The gold circle for the cluster motion is the same as in panel (b). See the text for details of these diagrams.
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Table 4. Archival HST Observations of JaFu 2

Date Programa Camera Filter Exposure

2003 September 1 9835 ACS/HRC F555W 36×240 s
F814W 5×40,

2×413,
10×440 s

2006 May 28 10775 ACS/WFC F606W 45, 5×340 s
F814W 45, 5×350 s

2010 May 4 11739 WFC3/UVIS F390W 3×885 s
2010 May 7 3×883 s
2010 May 8 3×885 s
2011 May 30 3×883 s

2014 March 26 13297 WFC3/UVIS F336W 2×350 s
F438W 126, 128 s

2014 June 15 F336W 350 s
F438W 123 s

2014 June 29 F336W 350 s
F438W 129 s

aPIs for these programs: G. Drukier (9835); A. Sarajedini (10775); G. Piotto
(11739 and 13297).

Figure 5. Similar to Figure 2, but for the cluster NGC 6441 and the central star of JaFu 2. (a) Color-magnitude diagram for the cluster. The central star is
marked by a green circle in all three panels. (b) Map of the positions of a 10% random sample of cluster members; the cluster center is marked with a red cross,
and the red circles enclose stars whose distances from the center are within ±5′′ of the distance of the central star. (c) Proper motions of cluster stars inside the
annulus in panel b and lying above the red line in panel a, and of the central star. Error bars for the central star are similar in size to the plotting symbol and are
not shown. See text for details.
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6. SUMMARY

Four PNe have been reported to be likely or possible mem-
bers of Galactic GCs. The existence of PNe in GCs is diffi-
cult to understand in terms of single-star evolution, and may
require an origin in binary interactions; or it may support
recent theoretical studies that report more rapid post-AGB
evolution of single stars than found in older work. It is im-
portant to verify that these PNe actually are members of the
host clusters. We have used PMs of the central stars to test
the cluster membership of these objects.

Table 5 summarizes our results. Column 2 gives the RVs
measured for the PNe, quoted from the above sections; for
GJJC 1 we give the weighted mean of the two published val-
ues. Columns 3 and 4 list the absolute PMs of the central
stars. Column 6 lists the mean RVs of the clusters, quoted
from the recent compilation of B19. Columns 7 and 8 give
the mean PMs of the clusters, and column 9 lists the internal
central velocity dispersions of bright stars, all of these taken
from the B19 compilation. Cluster stars have fairly isotropic
motions in the central regions (e.g., Watkins et al. 2015), so
that line-of-sight and PM measurements of stars with similar
kinematic masses (as is generally the case for evolved stars
brighter than the main-sequence turnoff) can be directly com-
bined to provide more robust velocity-dispersion estimates.

Two of the central stars—in the clusters M15 and M22—
have measured PMs in the recent Gaia DR2. For the PN in
M15, we updated the PM to a much more precise value, using
archival HST frames. The PMs of both central stars are seen
to be statistically consistent with membership.

For the other two PNe, for which Gaia DR2 does not give
PMs, we determined the PMs of their central stars using
archival HST images. For JaFu 1 in Pal 6, the HST material
is less than ideal; the RV agreement supports membership,
but the other available information is equivocal. It would be

very desirable to obtain additional HST images to provide a
better PM constraint. Our measurement of the PM of the nu-
cleus of JaFu 2 in NGC 6441, based on excellent HST data,
is fully consistent with cluster membership.

In summary, our study has strengthened the association of
three of these four PNe with their host clusters, leaving intact
their challenge to our understanding of low-mass stellar evo-
lution. The cluster membership of the fourth object, JaFu 1,
remains somewhat uncertain, but is not ruled out.

In a recent paper, Minniti et al. (2019) have identified four
further cases of PNe lying close to the positions of GCs in
the Galactic bulge. (A fifth candidate was ruled out on the
basis of discordant RVs.) The GCs have been discovered in
recent sky surveys. All four objects lie in extremely crowded
star fields, making the probability of chance alignments rela-
tively high. None of the objects have been imaged with HST,
and only one of them has an identified central star. It would
be worthwhile to make efforts to identify the other objects’
central stars, measure the RVs of the clusters and PNe, and
to make PM membership studies similar to the one reported
here.
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